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6. 	1 1-cl T 	31f.1fff 	£ThT 68 fki qiEFR t :- 

68. Composition of offences. - 
(1) Where a person or a dealer is charged under this Act with the offence of 

avoidance or evasion of tax in any manner and at any time; he may make an 
application in the prescribed form and manner to the Deputy Commissioner 
(Administration) having jurisdiction, admitting his offence and making 
request therein for composition of the offence in lieu of penalty or 

prosecution. 

(2) The Deputy Commissioner (Administration) may, whether or not an 

assessment order under any section of this Act has been passed, accept 
from the person who made the application under sub—section (1), by way 

of composition of the offence in lieu of penalty or prosecution a sum 
equal to of the amount of tax avoided or evaded. 

(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub—sections (1) and (2), on an 
application by a person admitting the offence committed by him under sub-

section (8) of section 75 or under sub—section (6) or (9) or (11) of section 76, 

the officer authorized under sub—section (4) of section 75 or the officers 
authorized under sub—section (4) of section 76 or Incharge of a check—post, as 
the case may be, may accept composition money from such person in lieu of 

penalty or prosecution, which shall be,- 
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(a) in case of offence committed under sub—section (8) of section 75 or sub-

section (6) of section 76, equal to the amount of four times of the tax 
leviables on the goods involved or twenty five percent of the value of 

such goods, whichever is less; 
(b) in case of offence committed by him under sub-section (9) of section 76, 

equal to fifteen percent of the value of the goods; 
(c) in case of offence committed under sub—section (11) of section 76, equal 

to twenty five percent of the value of such goods. 
(4) The composition of any offence in lieu of penalty or prosecution under sub-

section (2), shall be without prejudice to the liability of the person or dealer, 
charged with the offence, to pay the tax with interest so avoided or evaded or 

wrongly credited by him. 
(5) On the payment of the amount of composition determined under sub—section 

(2) and (3), no further proceeding under the provisions of this Act for 
imposition of penalty or launching of prosecution for the same offence, shall 

be initiated. 
(6) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 51, no amount of composition 

accepted and no amount of interest levied under this section, shall be waived 

or reduced by the Commissioner. 
(7) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 82, no appeal shall lie or 

subsist against an order of composition made under this Act. 

.1TT 68(1) 	Tii'i 	* 1 	fthDT ?dII IIRci ct 	* 

TTzTrff 4l11-1 3IIIc'1 tUT T~7 cpI lt qPr4 c44'1I -9t * I wrfcf 31IY7 

ct '-lIci N-c.1,c1WZr9F 3I.i 1T5E clt 	- cPI\ 	lT 3IT1T 1TT 68(1) 

7. tZ 3T fkPT Zft 1TT 83 TT 3tTT[T (i) t (1 o) fFT vwF 

83. Appeal to the Tax Board - 
(1) An appeal shall lie to the Tax Board against - 

(a) an order passed by the Commissioner under subsection (2) of section 26, 

section 36, section 77 or section 85; 
(b) an order passed under the Act by the Deputy Commissioner 

(Administration); 
(c) an order passed by an appellate authority; and 

(d) an order of the State Level Screening Committee or the District Level 
Screening Committee passed under the Incentive, Exemption or 
Deferment Schemes notified under section 8 or under sub-section (3) of 

section 20 of the Act. 
(10) The Tax Board shall, after giving both the parties to the appeal an 

opportunity of being heard, pass such order thereon as it thinks fit and send 
a copy thereof to the appellant, the assessing authority, the authority whose 

order was appealed against and the Commissioner. 

8. 	CPI1Ct)I'1 	i1iui 	 iRhi 	T &RTEt 	19T 

cpI'j'l 	II'ftl TT 11T 3jJc4c5 Rr t I f 	I5T115T •.Hc1 cPl''1 	iiftci 

IT *1 fTfT 	I cti/c/f4h1t 	t 1cPc1I *1 
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fifR 11Icft 	5T 19i'i t 1I.di Tm 	rt /ieici, 

idt 	r 	P 	 z'r fl '14-1 l 74 3UI T1 1b-ii 	1Tt 

fT1mR & 	 tff 	PNCil 	 t 
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TT VTiIM 	5 -?1 -?r eli 	i'1uI 3Ui 9f -iiIci Fb -Ii sii'1i ti1 	I 

T{ cclT V41  * :- 

(a) A.I.R. - 1996 Sc 361 - R. Venkataswami Naidu V. Narasram Naraindas 
In interpreting an enactment the Court has normally to go by its language 

and the words used and if any particular provision is open to more than one 
interpretation, the Court has to choose that, which would represent the true 
intention of legislature. 

(b) A.I.R. - 1987 SC 1023 - Reserve Bank of India v. Peerless General 
Finance & Investment Co. Ltd. - Interpretation must depend on the text 
and the context. They are the bases of interpretation. One may well say if the 
text is texture, context is what gives the colour. Neither can be ignored. Both 
are important. that interpretation is best which makes the textual 
interpretation match the contextual. A Statute is best interpreted when we 
know why it was enacted. 

(c) A.I.R. 2004 SC 867 - N.D. Jayal and Anr.v. Union of India and Ors. - 
Hon'ble S.C. interpreted the provision of the Environmental Protection Act, 
1986 to mean that the power conferred under the Act was not a power 
simpliciter, but, was power coupled with duty. Unless the Act was so 
interpreted sustainable development and protection of life under Article 21 
was not possible observed the Court. In Manushkhlal Vithaldas Chauhan v. 
State of Gujrat this Court held that the scheme of the statute is determinative 
of the nature of duty or power conferred upon the authority while 
determining whether such power is obligatory, mandatory or directory and 
that even if that duty is not set out clearly and specifically in the stature, it 
may be implied as correlative to a right. Numerous other pronouncements of 
this Court have similarly addressed and answered the issue. 

(d) A.I.R. 2008 sc 1282 - Bachahan Devi and Anr. v. Nagar Nigam, 
Gorakhpur and Anr. - It is well settled that the use of word 'may' in a 
statutory provision would not by itself show that the provision is directory in 
nature. In some cases, the legislature may use the word 'may' as a matter of 
pure conventional courtesy and yet intend a mandatory force. In order, 
therefore, to interpret the legal import of the word 'may', the court has to 
consider various factors, namely, the object and the scheme of the Act, the 
context and the background against which the words have been used, the 
purpose and the advantages sought to be achieved by the use of this word, 
and the like. It is equally well-settled that where the word 'may' involves a 
discretion coupled with an obligation or where it confers a positive benefit 
to a general class of subjects in an utility Act, or where the court advances a 
remedy and suppresses the mischief, or where giving the words directory 
significance would defeat the very object of the Act, the word 'may' should 
be interpreted to convey a mandatory force. As a general rule, the word 
'may' is permissive and operative to confer discretion and especially so 
where it is used in juxtaposition to the word 'shall', which ordinarily is 
imperative as it imposes a duty. Cases however, are not wanting where the 
words 'may' 'shall', and 'must' are used interchangeably. In order to find 
out whether these wordsare being used in a directory or in a mandatory 
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sense, the intent of the legislature should be looked into along with the 
pertinent circumstances. The distinction of mandatory compliance or 
directory effect of the language depends upon the language couched in the 
statute under consideration and its object, purpose and effect. The distinction 
reflected in the use of the word 'shall or 'may' depends on conferment of 
power. Depending upon the context, 'may' does not always mean 'may'. 
'May' is a must for enabling compliance of provision but there are cases in 
which, for various reasons, as soon as a person who is within the statute is 
entrusted with the power, it becomes his duty to exercise that power. Where 
the language of statute creates a duty, the special remedy is prescribed for 
non-performance of the duty. 

20. If it appears to be the settled intention of the legislature to convey the sense 
of compulsion, as where an obligation is created, the use of the word 'may' 
will not prevent the court from giving it the effect of compulsion or 
obligation. Where the statute was passed purely in public interest and that 
rights of private citizens have been considerably modified and curtailed in 
the interests of the general development of an area or in the interests or 
removal of slums and unsanitary areas. Though the power is conferred upon 
the statutory body by the used of the word 'may' that power must be 
construed as a statutory duty. Conversely, the use of the term 'shall' may 
indicate the use in optional or permissive sense. Although in general sense 
'may' is enabling or discretional and 'shall' is obligatory, the connotation is 
not inelastic and inviolate." Where to interpret the word 'may' as directory 
would render the very object of the Act as nugatory, the word 'may' must 
mean 'shall'. 

21. The ultimate rule in construing auxiliary verbs like 'may' and 'shall' is to 
discover the legislative intent; and the use of words 'may' and 'shall' is not 
decisive of its discretion or mandates. The use of the words 'may' and 
'shall' may help the courts in ascertaining the legislative intent without 
giving to either a controlling or a determinating effect. The courts have 
further to consider the subject-matter, the purpose of the provisions, the 
object intended to be secured by the statute which is of prime importance, as 
also the actual words employed". 
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